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V I B R A N T   

Step into a world where your individual style transcends the ordinary, where each garment 
tells a story of inspiration and wonder. As I embarked on a peaceful countryside walk one 

early spring morning, a symphony of colors enveloped me, awakening my creative mind. The 
vibrant hues of wildflowers danced in harmony, their beauty inspiring the birth of our 24.1 

collection.
 

In this collection, we invite you to indulge in a moment of serenity, to slow down and 
embrace the enchanting journey that awaits. It's a collection that effortlessly merges feel-

good comfort with unexpected surprises.
Picture a sun-kissed day in the sprawling fields, adorned with nature's own artwork of 

blooming wildflowers.
 

These vivid blossoms serve as our muse, their hues translating into a kaleidoscope of 
shades that grace this collection. From pristine whites to vivid splashes, our color palette 

captures the essence of spring's joyous spirit and captivating hues.
 

Discover the magic in the details, where craftsmanship takes center stage. Handcrafted 
blouses adorned with delicate embroidery, printed linings that whisper secrets, and vibrant 
and playful prints that ignite a youthful spirit - all meticulously created with love. These key 
details infuse each piece with a touch of enchantment, ensuring that when you wear them, 

you carry a piece of art with you.
 

 Within this collection, the key players that elevate your style are the summer jackets and 
summer knits. They become your canvas, allowing you to paint a picture of sartorial 
elegance with every outfit you create. These versatile garments embody the spirit of 

summer, effortlessly transitioning from day to night, ensuring you exude confidence and 
grace with every step.

 
 

WILDFLOWERS

Kamilla Byriel
Creative Director at lollys laundry

































































































HEAD OFFICE

LOLLYS LAUNDRY
 VERMUNDSGADE 19, 1.ST FLOOR

 DK-2100 COPENHAGEN
 T +45 35 81 50 00

INTERNATIONAL 

SALES

INCLUDING NORWAY & SWEDEN
 MICHELLE LARSEN ANDT

 ma@lollyslaundry.com

SHOWROOMS

 MUNICH 
 GERMANY

 THEKLA GOTTSCHALK
 tg@lollyslaundry.com

COPENHAGEN
 DENMARK

 SUSANNE BUHL
 sb@lollyslaundry.com

DUSSELDORF 
 GERMANY

 ROSANNA GERONNE
 rg@lollyslaundry.com

 NETHERLANDS 
 MOON COMPANY

monica@mooncompany.nl

BELGIUM
 PAS DE DEUX

 info@pasdedeux.be

AGENTS & 

DISTRIBUTORS

ENGLAND
 INEXCESS FASHION

 oc@inexcessfashion.com

IRELAND
 ELECTIC AGENCY

 georgina@electicagency.ie

NEW ZEALAND
 17 BRANDS

 juliet@17brands.co.nz

SWITZERLAND
 BECKERS GMBH

 stefanie@beckers.com

SPAIN
 BEAT THE BEATLE

 maria@beatthebeatle.com

www.lollyslaundry.com


